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- However, consensus is the bottleneck of blockchain speed 😞.
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**Approach:**
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**Main result:**
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**What about Smart Contracts?**
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Motivating question:
What level of synchronization is required for “popular” smart contracts?

Approach:
- Define ERC-20 abstraction as shared object $T$
- Analyze the consensus number of ERC-20 object

New features compared to AT:
- Account owners can delegate approved spenders to manage asset
- Approval of spenders is dynamic (any time, arbitrary amounts)

Main results:
The consensus number of ERC-20 token $T$ dynamically changes with the contract state ($q$):

$$CN(T_q) = 1 + \max_a \# \text{ approved spenders for account } a$$
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As-concurrent-as-possible broadcast

Thank you for your attention 😊
Backup slide
Synchronization power (consensus number) of shared objects

- Consensus is universal: any shared object has a wait-free implementation from consensus objects
- \( \Rightarrow \) consensus can serve as reference for the synchronization power of shared objects

**Consensus number** of object \( O \): \( CN(O) := \max n \mid \exists \) wait-free implementation of consensus object from objects of type \( O \) and registers, in a system with \( n \) processes.

- Intuitively: max # processes that can be synchronized “using \( O \)”
  \[ CN(O) = 1 \Rightarrow O \text{ useless for synchronization} \]
  \[ CN(O) = \infty \Rightarrow O \text{ can synchronize any number of processes} \]
- Metric to compare synchronization power of shared objects